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How does the AKPsi Strategy serve our members?

Chapter Achievement Pathway:
provides student officers resources with a timeline to successfully execute their plan, in their chapter, on their campus.

The Journey to Principled Business Leadership:
provides individual members a pathway to develop personal and professional skills, supporting their learning and leadership development process.

Learning Through Community:
the MyAKPsi Community provides a platform for utilizing online resources, learning tools, and collaboration with the greater focus being on the opportunity for discussion and training to transpire at the local level.

How does the AKPsi Strategy bring value to our members?

Our strategy compliments the academic experience of our collegiate members by accelerating their personal skills that lead to professional success. AKPsi is helping them become the CEO of their own life and career.

Through AKPsi, students are getting connected with each other and staying connected as alumni. Our strategy offers an interconnectedness across the organization.

The “life piece” for our students and alumni is to have the touch points while in school, which will have the most meaning when they start and further their careers.

How does the AKPsi Strategy provide a unique membership experience?

The Journey to Principled Business Leadership provides methods and tools to empower members to take control of their life and career.

Self exploration is a critical step to evaluate one’s values and strengths - often revisited with the intention of broadening each member’s skills and experiences.

AKPsi provides members with the opportunity to learn through community - in their chapters, through the MyAKPsi Community and through fraternity wide events.
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The Alpha Kappa Psi Leadership Advisory Council is a small group of business leaders who provide their expert insight and ideas to the Alpha Kappa Psi Board of Directors.